or smart phone, the content is now easier to browse and search. < More detailed reporting functionality on each article The website will start to publish persistent digital identifiers from oRCid (orcid.org) alongside authors' names. By uniquely identifying individual researchers in a central registry, oRCid (short for 'open researcher and contributor id') enables users to be unambiguously linked to their published articles and other professional activities. Altmetrics (altmetric.com), although not new to JFMS, are data that are complementary to traditional citation-based metrics. Tracking online engagement with research, the Altmetric tool is more userfriendly on the new website. < Highly discoverable content through open search engines (eg, Google) and library search tools SAGE works across multiple channels to ensure that articles are discoverable in authors' preferred research venues and through discovery tools (social media, Kudos, etc). < Flexible technology The new JFMS online platform has been built with adaptability and 'future-proofing' in mind, to support emerging user habits and web trends.
Respondents to our Reader Survey were overwhelmingly positive about JFMS, describing it as 'brilliant … relevant … informative … friendly ….trusted … stimulating'. By providing an enhanced online experience, we hope that the new website will enable you to get the very most from the journal, navigating its ever-growing archive of high quality clinical research, state-of-the-art reviews and consensus guidelines efficiently and productively.
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